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Negotiating Expertise: A Pedagogical Framework 
for Cross-curricular Literacy Work

Sandra L� Tarabochia

Abstract

This article examines the function of expertise in relationships between WPAs 
and colleagues in other disciplines who co-develop disciplinary writing cur-
riculum and/or writing pedagogy. I argue that scholarship on interdisciplinary 
expertise has unexplored implications for the work of writing specialists and 
disciplinary-content experts collaborating across disciplinary lines. Tapping 
into that research, I retheorize cross-curricular literacy (CCL) efforts as a peda-
gogical activity in order to sponsor the integration of literate and disciplinary 
knowledge among faculty experts. Unlike current calls to negotiate expertise in 
WAC contexts, a pedagogical framework emphasizes the interpersonal dimen-
sion of day-to-day interactions and generates relationship-building strategies 
in response to forces that enable and constrain successful negotiation. By treat-
ing expertise as a vehicle for reflexive inquiry, itself open to reconstruction and 
transformation, such a framework suggests alternative ways to research and 
engage in CCL relationships.

Introduction

Negotiating expertise with colleagues across campus is one of the most 
fruitful and frustrating tasks writing program administrators undertake� 
Indeed, many have addressed the paradoxical challenge of legitimiz-
ing writing expertise while working toward collaborative decision mak-
ing, power sharing and decentering of authority (Gunner; Howard; Hult; 
Werder; White)� As these scholars point out, to simultaneously claim and 
share expertise is tricky business for writing specialists given our historically 
complicated relationships with other academic disciplines� As WPAs are 
called upon more frequently to initiate and sustain the integration of writ-
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ing across curricular contexts, what Jeff Jablonski calls cross-curricular lit-
eracy (CCL) projects,1 the difficulty of negotiating expertise with colleagues 
in other disciplines becomes a more pressing challenge�

While research about the relationship between literate and disciplinary 
expertise emphasizes the importance of helping students integrate knowl-
edge across disciplinary lines, effective negotiation of expertise among writ-
ing specialists and disciplinary faculty has not been fully realized� More 
recent attempts to theorize crossdisciplinary partnerships (e�g�, Jacobs; 
Paretti; Paretti et al�) provide useful criteria for evaluating success and fail-
ure; however, they don’t necessarily offer behaviors, strategies, or frames of 
mind for faculty negotiating expertise across disciplines� To meaningfully 
negotiate expertise, WPAs need an approach to CCL work that promotes 
the synthesis of multiple dimensions of expertise as a cornerstone of collab-
orative meaning making� 

Toward that end, this essay offers pedagogy, richly conceived, as a the-
oretical and practical framework for interpreting and engaging expertise 
across disciplinary boundaries� The theory emerges from my experience 
as a writing specialist working with biology faculty to develop science-
writing curriculum and pedagogy� Before tracing its emergence, I describe 
the dominant culture of expertise and how it limits knowledge integration 
“across conceptual and epistemological boundaries” in the contexts both of 
student learning and faculty interaction (Paretti et al� 74)� Using extended 
examples from my time in the biology department, I explore benefits and 
limitations of existing frameworks for interdisciplinary collaboration before 
proposing pedagogy as an alterative theory that can more fully support the 
negotiation of expertise among writing specialists and disciplinary-content 
experts� Looking forward, I consider implications of a pedagogical frame-
work for future CCL research� 

Recognizing the Dominant Culture of Expertise

Efforts to retheorize CCL work and sponsor meaningful negotiation 
of expertise must contend with a dominant culture of expertise that 
diminishes WPAs’ knowledge of (teaching) writing (Carter; Mahala and 
Swilky; Norgaard)� In particular, the dominant culture (1) devalues writ-
ing throughout postsecondary curriculum; (2) dichotomizes teaching and 
research; and (3) lacks a cohesive counterargument for the relationship 
between writing and disciplinary expertise� In her landmark work, Aca-
demic Literacy and the Nature of Expertise, Cheryl Geisler documents how 
postsecondary institutions divorce knowledge of writing and rhetorical 
processes from disciplinary-content knowledge� Such “bifurcation” com-
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partmentalizes the writing specialist’s expertise, deeming it less valuable 
than disciplinary subject matter or even irrelevant for basic undergraduate 
education� Dichotomizing teaching and research similarly delegitimizes the 
expertise of writing specialists� In professional interactions with colleagues, 
faculty respect the tentative, evolving nature of disciplinary knowledge, 
while in the classroom they transmit expertise to students as a static body of 
specialized knowledge and methods (Mahala and Swilky 38)� Positioning 
writing and language “outside the essential operations of knowledge-mak-
ing” designates WPAs as service providers employed to solve the problem 
of poor student writing (39)�

Writing specialists might be tempted to juxtapose this dominant notion 
of expertise with a “distinctive culture [of expertise] within composition, 
rhetoric, and writing across the curriculum” (Norgaard 44)� However, 
the disparity between cognitive researchers who treat expertise as gen-
eral knowledge and social theorists who believe expertise requires local 
discourse community knowledge indicates the lack of a unified theory 
of expertise in the field (Carter 266)� Indeed, clashing cultures of exper-
tise, in Mahala and Swilky’s words, “produc[e] resistance to incorporating 
cross-curricular writing instruction as an integral part of higher education” 
because “conditions are at odds with the goal of having everyone share the 
responsibility for teaching students to write or using writing as a means of 
learning” (36)� In this conflict-ridden climate of expertise, WPAs struggle 
to form lasting relationships with colleagues in other disciplines�

A richer understanding of how students develop expertise has begun 
to challenge this dominant culture� Activity theorists, for example, fuse 
domain content and rhetorical process knowledge, arguing that to teach 
writing is to engage students in the disciplinary activity systems in which 
writing functions (Prior; Russell)� Expertise, in this view, becomes more 
than abstract disciplinary theory on one hand and methods of communi-
cation on the other but a multilayered “rhetorical sophistication” developed 
throughout (not following) students’ postsecondary education (Bazerman 
241; Carter; Scardamalia and Bereiter)� Such theories of expertise usefully 
emphasize the interplay between domain content and rhetorical-process 
knowledge, treating expertise itself as “always constructed or ‘composed’” 
(Norgaard 52)� Scholars such as Anne Beaufort (College Writing; “Develop-
mental Gains”) go further, extending the scope and texture of the knowl-
edge domains student writers can develop� More specifically, the identifi-
cation of reflection (SchÖn; Tynjälä) and student motivation (Alexander, 
“Development”; “Model”) as vital components of expertise broadens the 
range of capacities needed to develop and perform expertise� 
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Despite efforts to challenge dichotomous notions of expertise, the inter-
disciplinary negotiation of expertise has not yet become a way for students 
“to reconceptualize writing in relation to their work” or a “mode of collabo-
ration” among WPAs and disciplinary faculty (Paretti et al� 74)� One rea-
son may be that we’ve yet to explore how this rich body of research retheo-
rizes cross-curricular relationships between writing specialists and experts 
in other disciplines� This essay offers a first step in building “a more robust 
theory of WPA collaborations” (Paretti et al� 102) that embraces the same 
integrated, multidimensional expertise we hope to foster in students, recog-
nizes the interactive nature of negotiation, and generates concrete strategies 
for negotiation in day-to-day encounters� Because the act of theorizing from 
lived experience is vital to a pedagogical theory of CCL work, I begin with 
two extended examples to illustrate the emergent process of theory build-
ing and emphasize how my vision of pedagogy both embraces and extends 
current theories of interdisciplinary collaboration� 

Benefits and Limitations of Evaluative Frameworks

In the fall of 2006, I began a two-year project with two different faculty 
members in the School of Biological Science to integrate writing into their 
courses� During the first semester, I co-instructed an honors seminar for 
non-majors with Professor Chase,2 the chair of the department� For the 
next several semesters, I developed writing workshops with Professor Blake, 
who taught a large lecture course for biology majors, and then collaborated 
with teaching assistants to incorporate workshops into the lab sections 
attached to his class� Workshops were designed to help students compose 
reports based on lab experiments and focused on science writing conven-
tions, peer review, and sentence-level revision� 

While we successfully incorporated writing into both courses, I strug-
gled to negotiate expertise with one professor more than the other� Existing 
theoretical frameworks explain why negotiating expertise with Professor 
Blake came rather naturally, while Professor Chase and I were never able 
to put our expertise in conversation� They illuminate forces—age, institu-
tional position, approach to teaching, assumptions about writing, and so 
forth—that impacted our relationships and ability to collaborate across 
disciplinary lines� Existing theories do not, however, suggest how to work 
within and against those forces� They offer a lens for understanding how the 
dominant culture of expertise operated on our relationships but not nec-
essarily a scaffold (based on that understanding) for negotiating expertise 
in future collaborations� By looking more closely at my relationships with 
these two biology professors and theorizing out of my experience, I con-
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ceptualize a pedagogical approach that untethers WPAs from existing con-
structs and empowers us to revise dominant notions of expertise� 

Reciprocity vs. Integration: How Existing Frameworks Explain Failure

Several factors likely contributed to the “mixed feelings” Professor Chase 
and I expressed regarding the success of our collaboration� For example, 
the course structure subordinated my writing and teaching expertise to 
Professor Chase’s disciplinary expertise� I taught for the first segment of 
each three-hour weekly session—facilitating writing activities, running 
peer review groups, and conducting short lessons about writing—while 
Professor Chase led discussions about science during the second segment� 
We attempted to divide assessment responsibilities as well� Though Profes-
sor Chase acknowledged the difficulty of separating writing and content, 
he asked me to focus on “the effectiveness of writing” when grading student 
work, while he assessed “the content or ideas�” Choices about course design 
and our roles in the course bifurcated rather than integrated domain con-
tent and rhetorical-process knowledge, thwarting meaningful negotiation 
of expertise� 

Even though Professor Chase recognized writing as a vital skill for stu-
dents and scientists, he viewed writing chiefly as a communication tool 
rather than a vehicle for knowledge production� Professor Chase described 
the relationship between thinking and writing this way:

The ideas seem to come spontaneously and clear� � � I look back over 
my career and think about the most innovative successful ideas I’ve 
had� � � I can remember the moment when the idea occurred to me 
and it came into my mind full blown� You know and the only thing 
that [the ideas] seem to have in common is that I was immersing 
myself in a flow of information� [� � � ] Often then on the surface [the 
information] had absolutely nothing to do with the idea it stimu-
lated� That’s not the way my writing is [laughs]� Now after that hap-
pens there’s a process of turning that idea, clarifying it, turning it 
into a—operationalizing it into an experiment or a theoretical state-
ment and that’s the part that’s similar to writing� Even that, yeah, I 
don’t know� 

Here Professor Chase locates writing apart from idea formation� For him, 
writing seems to come after the creative work of science, communicating 
what has already been discovered� His distinction between writing and sci-
ence governed how Professor Chase organized our course and perceived our 
relationship� My area of expertise, writing, was subordinated to his area of 
expertise, course content� 
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Distinct institutional positions likely influenced our struggle to negoti-
ate expertise as well� In a post-project interview, Professor Chase acknowl-
edged positional inequalities� “[T]he fact of the matter is that I’m a faculty 
member, a full professor, and you are a second-year graduate student,” he 
admitted� However, despite his professed desire to equalize our relationship, 
Professor Chase reinforced our uneven power dynamic: 

I think you probably deferred to my judgment more than perhaps 
you should have, certainly more than I thought you needed to, okay? 
I wasn’t going to pick an argument with all the time pressures, but 
there were times I expected you to argue with me� [� � � ] So � � � maybe 
[we were] not quite equal� [Still], my sense was that we were both 
pretty comfortable most of the time � � � I saw you as a coinstructor, 
who clearly has a substantial expertise in writing and teaching writ-
ing that I don’t have� 

Professor Chase frames expertise in terms of argument and deference 
instead of integration and collaboration� While he acknowledged our 
inequality at the end of the project, he did nothing to address it throughout 
the semester, never admitting his role in perpetuating it� Moreover, blaming 
my lack of assertiveness for our relationship’s imbalance ignores the mate-
rial effects of difference on our collaborative efforts� 

Beyond differences in professional rank, neither Professor Chase nor I 
considered how age and gender differences influenced our relationship or 
how institutional treatment of the hard sciences compared to the humani-
ties might have impacted our perceptions of expertise� Thus, our inequities, 
as well as how we chose to respond to them (or not), prevented successful 
negotiation of expertise� As action research participants Toohey and Water-
stone observed in their study, despite best intentions toward equity, partner-
ship, and collaboration, Professor Chase and I ended up “articulat[ing] with 
and sometimes reinforc[ing] institutional and structural hierarchies” (292)� 

According to Paretti et al�, our relationship was reciprocal: we respected 
each other and valued one another’s expertise, expecting respect would 
translate into a “sense of equality and mutual exchange” (75)� Paretti and 
her colleagues argue that interdisciplinary relationships “involv[e] mutual 
learning across disciplinary boundaries and the willingness to engage not 
only with new knowledge, but with new ways of constructing and valuing 
knowledge” (77)� Because Professor Chase and I merely contributed our 
respective expertise to a common goal, remaining relatively unchanged by 
the experience, our collaboration was multidisciplinary rather than inter-
disciplinary (76)� While these concepts explain our struggle and usefully 
identify our lacks, they don’t generate strategies for addressing those limi-
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tations� As evaluative frameworks, they don’t necessarily help me decide 
what to do in future situations� By the same token, while current theories 
highlight conditions that sponsor meaningful negotiation of expertise, they 
don’t always suggest how to navigate less than ideal conditions when nec-
essary�

Cognitive Flexibility and Knowledge Production: How Existing Frameworks 
Conceptualize Success

The semester following my experience with Professor Chase, I developed 
and facilitated writing workshops in the lab sections of Professor Blake’s 
large lecture course on evolutionary biology� Institutionally speaking, Pro-
fessor Blake and I were closer than Professor Chase and I had been� Pro-
fessor Blake was young, untenured, and new to the department� He read 
about science pedagogy and often mused about new class activities he’d 
developed� He attended WAC workshops on our campus and initiated 
conversations with students and fellow professors about writing instruc-
tion in the department� Not surprisingly, Professor Blake and I negotiated 
our expertise more easily than Professor Chase and I did� In the following 
transcript excerpt, Professor Blake reflects on a faculty grant-writing work-
shop as he considers how to teach biology students to write lab reports� Our 
exchange demonstrates, on a faculty level, the characteristics of interdisci-
plinary expertise scholars have promoted in terms of student learning—the 
fusing of domain content and rhetorical process knowledge, a willingness 
to employ multiple layers of expertise (including reflection), and the co-
construction of meaning� 

Sandy: I liked your idea too of having a description of the audience 
somewhere on [the handout], trying really hard to � � � keep it rhetori-
cal� You know, like this is why you need to write � � � because your 
audience is going to be wondering � � � this, this, and this� 

Professor Blake: Yes� No, that’s a good point because that’s what 
comes across� [The grant writing workshop facilitator] spends like 
four hours in the seminar on exactly that � � � say your audience is a 
bunch of people who don’t want to read this; they were assigned to 
read this; they are reading it because they have to read it� Whereas a 
research paper you choose to read� You are flipping through a jour-
nal and you say, “Oh, this looks interesting!” and you choose to read 
it� Grant proposals are assigned to reviewers so it’s a tougher audi-
ence � � � very focused on audience� That’s not reflected in the outline 
[we have for students]� And we would need to put that same audience 
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emphasis� I think you are right; I think a little statement about audi-
ence on there, but also maybe including a little presentation from 
the TAs�

Sandy: Yeah� Part of the first writing workshop this semester was to 
say, “What are the rules of science that you know?” and we put those 
on the board, and we sort of complicated those and saw which ones 
conflicted � � � and I am wondering if we could adapt that to this 
[new idea we have]� So talk some about who the audience for the lab 
reports is going to be throughout the semester and then say, “Okay, 
based on what you know about lab reports, what do you think this 
audience would need to know in an introduction?” And just have a 
brief discussion where [students] can sort of throw out their ideas, 
keeping it audience based—[which] I think is something we thought 
about doing this time, right, having them think through it and then 
giving them the outline� 

Professor Blake: What you’re saying is not � � � we were trying to get 
them to come up with this outline by brainstorming, and I think 
what I’m reading now is � � � to get to this [outline] [students] actually 
need to think about the audience first� Let’s have them brainstorm 
about audience and then say, “Here’s an effective tool that we think 
communicates that�” It’s � � � I’m really asking them to do two steps 
at once by having them try to come up with this and they’re finding 
it frustrating�

Professor Blake’s memory of the workshop led us to actively negotiate 
a new approach to teaching lab-report writing� I understood the need to 
demystify disciplinary writing conventions, and he internalized the value 
of a rhetorical approach to teaching writing� Rather than assert our own 
or defaulting to one another’s expertise, we each underwent “internal revi-
sion,”3 leading to what Donna Qualley, drawing on Thomas Newkirk, calls 
“earned insights,” or the “kind of understanding whose essential truth is 
only realized or more fully grasped as it is made manifest through the indi-
vidual’s experience and contemplation of that experience” (35)� 

Professor Blake’s newness to the profession, in contrast to Professor 
Chase’s established career, might partially explain the former’s receptivity 
to new ideas (Jacobs 69)� More importantly, Professor Blake’s willingness 
to bring his own writing experiences to bear on our integration of writ-
ing and disciplinary content contributed to and inspired the negotiation of 
expertise� Our relationship was interdisciplinary as opposed to reciprocal, 
Paretti et al� suggest, because we “engage[d] in an intellectual exchange 
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that synthesize[d] elements of [one another’s knowledge] domains to cre-
ate new knowledge” (80)� However, while these observations describe the 
characteristics of our relationship, they don’t suggest how we were able to 
develop and embrace the qualities that enabled us to successfully negotiate 
expertise� I’m left wondering how I might proactively sponsor those charac-
teristics in future relationships when they don’t come so easily�

As I hope these examples have shown, extant theory usefully describes 
circumstances that enable or constrain interdisciplinary collaboration and 
by extension negotiation of expertise in CCL contexts� When used for 
evaluation or identification, the frameworks don’t generate strategies or 
frames of mind for productively navigating future interactions� When used 
pedagogically, however, current frameworks can empower WPAs and disci-
plinary-content experts to theorize from experience and imagine alternative 
approaches to future situations� 

Room to Negotiate: Retheorizing CCL Work as Pedagogy

To conceptualize a pedagogical theory of CCL work, I draw on the move in 
composition studies to understand pedagogy as “the reflexive inquiry that 
teachers and learners undertake together” (Gallagher, Radical xvi)� This for-
mulation challenges traditional views that presume pedagogy is transmitted 
by instructors to students in classroom settings, framing it instead as what 
happens anytime learners (of all kinds) participate in “shared knowledge 
building” (Radical xvi)� In this view, pedagogy is the process and product 
of creative, collaborative interaction among participants who are simulta-
neously teachers and learners� While certainly collaborative, pedagogy is 
more than collaboration; it brings a focus on multidirectional learning to 
collaborative activities� Terms such as “critical colleagueship” (Gallagher et 
al�) or “participatory professionalism” (Gallagher, “We Compositionists”) 
might seem more appropriate for describing faculty relationships, especially 
for faculty who feel a pedagogical approach positions them as students in 
a subordinate sense� However, I choose to theorize faculty relationships 
as pedagogy in order to actively disrupt conventional, hierarchical, one-
directional conceptions of teaching and learning both within and outside 
the classroom� Doing so challenges our dominant culture of expertise by 
resisting static binaries between teacher as powerful expert and student as 
passive novice and supports revisionary approaches to teaching and learn-
ing inspired by the WAC movement� 

In Professing & Pedagogy, Shari Stenberg, drawing on Gallagher, Paul 
Kameen, Amy Lee, and Donna Qualley, articulates several characteristics 
central to my view of pedagogy: 
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(1) Pedagogy is knowledge-making activity that involves the inter-
play of visions and practices, both of which require reflection; (2) 
pedagogy is dependent on learners and is remade with each encoun-
ter, as the students and the teacher change; (3) pedagogy cannot be 
finished � � � Rather, it requires an ongoing commit [sic] to learning 
and reflexivity� (xviii)

Stenberg writes about teacher development in English Studies, but her 
formulation of pedagogy is equally relevant for WPAs engaged in CCL 
work� Embracing pedagogy—as a knowledge-making activity that spon-
sors ongoing learning and reflection—can shift the way we perceive and 
perform expertise with colleagues in other disciplines� It can guide us to 
embrace the characteristics and activities of interdisciplinary expertise we’ve 
long promoted for students—those identified but not scaffolded by exist-
ing collaborative frameworks� More specifically, a pedagogical framework 
enables WPAs to: 

1� work within and against a dominant culture of expertise that com-
partmentalizes knowledge and devalues writing expertise;

2� embrace the integration of multidimensional domains of exper-
tise;

3� attend to the interactive function of expertise as it unfolds through 
daily encounters among differently positioned experts; and

4� generate tangible, adaptable strategies for negotiating expertise 
across disciplinary lines� 

In what follows, I elaborate on these affordances and explain how they sup-
port writing program administrators’ efforts to cultivate meaningful part-
nerships with colleagues across disciplines� 

A pedagogical approach to CCL work empowers WPAs to recognize 
and resist the dominant culture of expertise� As Lee points out, peda-
gogy intersects material and discursive realms, working simultaneously for 
meaningful revision in theory, practice, discourse, and action (150)� In Gal-
lagher’s words, “Pedagogy is theory producing, rather than theory apply-
ing” (Radical, xvi)� That is, a pedagogical framework, grounded in Dew-
eyan pedagogical progressivism, resists unconscious application of existing 
theory, instead encouraging “teachers and learners [to] collaborate in the 
construction of their objects of study” (Gallagher, Radical xvii)� In a CCL 
context, rather than applying or carrying out existing objectives and theo-
ries, writing specialists and disciplinary-content experts coconstruct goals 
for a particular project as well as the philosophies to guide that work (See 
Text Box 1)� By undertaking that constructive process, we are more likely to 
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recognize the constraints of dominant cultures of expertise—ones that urge 
us to privilege disciplinary expertise or embrace reductive forms of writing 
expertise—and find ways to resist it� As we purposefully change our prac-
tice we interrupt and revise the discourse surrounding CCL work; likewise 
changes in the discourse encourage ongoing revision of practice� 

Text Box 1� Revising the Dominant Culture of Expertise

The focus on Writing Enriched Curriculum (WEC), as originally 
conceived at the University of Minnesota, illustrates one way writing 
specialists and disciplinary content experts might coconstruct subject 
matter and begin to revise (in discourse and practice) the dominant 
culture of expertise� In an effort to infuse writing meaningfully into 
the curriculum for all degrees and majors, writing specialists at the 
University of Minnesota join disciplinary faculty in describing dis-
cipline-specific writing values and implementing plans for change� 
Rather than deliver disciplinary writing curriculum, writing special-
ists at UM attend department meetings where they pose questions, 
document conversations, and help imagine possibilities� As a result, 
faculty are able to identify valued characteristics of student writing, 
map existing curriculum, determine if/when/how writing is taught, 
develop and pilot new curricular sequences, design assessment mech-
anisms, and specify needs for support� This process (creating a plan 
to integrate writing, implementing new curriculum, assessing it, 
revising it, and assessing it again) takes several years� During that 
time the writing specialist serves not as a change agent, but as an 
“academic anthropologist” studying and constructing disciplinary 
writing curriculum alongside faculty members� Everyone involved 
both teaches and learns as the locus of expertise shifts among par-
ticipants� (See wec�umn�edu for more about WEC at the University 
of Minnesota�) 

The process of knowledge construction and revision at the heart of 
theory building draws on multiple dimensions of expertise and encourages 
participants to creatively imagine the range of expertise we can contribute 
(See Text Box 2)� Uncovering multiple ways of knowing requires an inter-
active form of reflection, what Gallagher, invoking Qualley, calls reflexive 
inquiry, a dimension of expertise commonly valued for student learning 
but underutilized in faculty collaborations� Reflexive inquiry happens when 
teacher-learners “take stock together of how they construct knowledge, how 
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they make meaning” (Gallagher, Radical xvii)� Rather than legitimize indi-
vidual knowledge—as dominant notions of expertise would have us do—
reflexive sense making invites CCL participants to treat “expert” conclu-
sions “as tentative, partial, approximate, and open to further examination,” 
useful only to the extent that they function in conversation with others 
(Qualley 24)� 

Text Box 2� Multiple Dimensions of Expertise: The Role of Reflexive Inquiry

Suppose a writing specialist wants to convince a chemistry professor to 
assign reflective writing in her lab, but the professor is more concerned 
with how students communicate ideas clearly in their lab reports� 
The writing specialist could try to push the behavior on her colleague 
based on the legitimacy of her own expertise, or she could default to 
the professor’s disciplinary knowledge and focus on teaching students 
surface-level features of lab reports� Alternatively, the two decide to 
think reflexively together about their various perspectives, where they 
come from, and what they accomplish� The colleagues treat their views 
as tentative rather than conclusive and consider how they inform one 
another� The writing specialist draws on her position as a disciplinary 
outsider to invite the chemistry professor to better articulate what kind 
of thinking she wants communicated clearly in student lab reports� 
The professor draws on her experiences as a writer in the discipline to 
clarify and refine her own expectations as she communicates them to 
students� By integrating their expertise, they are able to revise the idea 
of a reflective journal to fit the professor’s notion of scientific inquiry� 
They have students write to reflect and inquire and tie that process con-
cretely to the goal of clear communication in lab reports�

In addition to broadening perceptions and performances of expertise, a 
pedagogical approach to CCL work goes beyond conceptual identification 
of conditions that enable or constrain the negotiation of expertise to gener-
ate practical means of engagement� In fact, a pedagogical framework urges 
WPAs and disciplinary-content experts to make deliberate decisions about 
how to perform expertise (See Text Box 3)� Julie Jung’s notion of pedagogi-
cal performance provides a useful illustration� In Revisionary Rhetoric, Fem-
inist Pedagogy, and Multigenre Texts, Jung identifies several teacher subject 
positions, including The Dummy, The Hard Ass, and The Martyr�4 When 
she treated the subjectivities as rigid identities, Jung realized, they uncon-
sciously influenced her classroom practice and research, often with unin-
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tended effects� However, distinguishing and labeling them allowed her to 
act more purposefully according to particular teaching or research goals� 
Like Jung’s teacher subjectivities, traditional roles for writing specialists—
the missionary, the anthropologist, the cultural critic5—constitute iden-
tities with corresponding versions of expertise that can have unintended 
effects on CCL interactions� Naming available subjectivities and identify-
ing the pedagogical genres they inspire empowers WPAs to rhetorically 
choose among them, to “play with them,” in order to achieve particular 
pedagogical purposes (Jung 147)� 

Text Box 3� Pedagogical Performance: Purposefully Enacting Expertise

A colleague of mine in the School of Social Work emphasizes how 
important it is for social workers to move fluidly between roles when 
working with clients� Professors in the department take great care to 
train students to competently perform a variety of roles—teacher, 
counselor, advocate, case manager, resource provider, and so forth� 
According to my colleague, the ability to move between roles is a great 
strength as it allows social workers to meet the unique needs of a situ-
ation� While I wouldn’t necessarily compare CCL work to social work, 
the professional situations are similarly complex in that they require 
purposeful flexibility� Because few compositionists, at least tradition-
ally, are trained to be writing consultants in CCL contexts, we enter 
relationships with disciplinary-content experts without a full sense of 
the roles available to us or strategies for moving among them� More-
over, when we do move among roles, it is often either to persuade OR 
better understand disciplinary colleagues� A pedagogical framework 
allows multiple purposes, encouraging CCL participants to make 
choices among various roles according to pedagogical goals� 

The focus on pedagogical purpose distinguishes Jung’s performance of 
expertise, grounded in reflexivity and collaborative meaning making, from 
performances of expertise rooted in rhetorical persuasion (Hartelius) or 
translation (Jablonski)� While WPAs must certainly draw on what Jablon-
ski calls “rhetorical knowledgeability” to make our knowledge meaning-
ful in CCL contexts, a myopic focus on the rhetoric of expertise can easily 
work against efforts to simultaneously decenter and validate our authority 
(14, 190)� Alternatively, attending to the pedagogical dimension of expert 
performance urges CCL participants to do more than convince one another 
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of the legitimacy of what we know� It invites us to seek out creative ways to 
position ourselves as experts in conversation with one another� 

In sum, a pedagogical framework supports the negotiation of exper-
tise among writing specialists and disciplinary-content experts more fully 
than current theories of CCL work because it (1) works within and against 
the dominant culture of expertise, (2) sponsors the integration of multiple 
dimensions of expertise, (3) attends to expertise as emergent from interac-
tions among knowers-in-process, and (4) generates adaptable strategies for 
perceiving and performing expertise for the purpose of negotiation� Know-
ing and valuing a pedagogical approach to CCL work isn’t enough, how-
ever� Faculty colleagues need practical ways to enact the characteristics I’ve 
described and actively negotiate expertise� 

Reflexivity and Purposeful Action: A Pedagogical 
Framework for Interdisciplinary Collaboration

A useful pedagogical framework guides participants to embrace the “peda-
gogic significance” of interdisciplinary interactions (Van Manen, Research-
ing 2)� The following heuristic tool represents one way to enact the frame-
work in CCL contexts� It takes the form of a strategic series of questions 
designed to facilitate pedagogical activity (see appendices)� As “a set of 
topics for systematic consideration,” the heuristic aims to help participants 
learn from past experience; as a “set of discovery procedures for systematic 
application,” it sponsors a reflexive approach to new situations (Johnstone 
9)� Figure 1 offers a graphic representation of how the heuristic might func-
tion to sponsor pedagogical relationships between writing specialists and 
disciplinary-content experts in the context of CCL projects� 

In the spirit of experiential, interactional views of teaching and learning 
(Van Manen, Tact; Dewey) I locate participants, subject matter, and con-
text at the heart of a pedagogical approach to CCL work; those categories 
appear in the circle at the center of Figure 1� Participant questions concen-
trate on personal/professional circumstances and identity characteristics 
(age, gender, race, etc�) of the writing specialist and disciplinary-content 
expert� They examine the interactional nature of expertise—how relation-
ships shape and are shaped by people involved� Subject matter questions 
deal with the project itself, the work at the heart of the collaboration� These 
questions invite participants to consider what they know about writing, dis-
ciplinary content, and their integration� Finally, context questions attend to 
contextual forces—institutional structures, dominant discourses, depart-
mental or programmatic relationships, and so forth—that shape interper-
sonal interactions�
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Figure 1� Visual Representation of A Pedagogical Approach to CCL Work

Specific questions in each category are shaped by three main purposes 
that correspond to key moments in a CCL project� As indicated by the 
outer circles in Figure 1, questions motivate self-inventory before the project 
begins, collaborative inquiry during the project, and reflection for transfer 
when the project is over� Participant, subject matter, and context questions 
in the self-inventory category (See Appendix A) establish a foundation for 
reflexivity and future negotiation of expertise� For example, a writing spe-
cialist might ask herself what kind(s) of expertise she hopes to contribute 
to the project or identify personal circumstances that might shape the roles 
and responsibilities she is able to take on� Similarly, she might consciously 
consider what she (thinks she) knows about fellow participants� How might 
professional circumstances like lack of tenure or identity characteristics like 
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age or gender shape her relationships with colleagues? By the same token, 
subject matter and context questions during self-inventory concentrate on 
what participants already know about writing, disciplinary content, and 
project goals� They reveal hidden assumptions and force participants to 
consider possible ramifications of present circumstances� 

Questions designed to support collaborative inquiry facilitate active 
knowledge production and negotiation of expertise during the project (See 
Appendix B)� Questions such as “What are we learning about each other 
as our project evolves?” and “How can we work within and against con-
straints?” prompt participants to take stock of progress toward goals, track 
evolving beliefs, address restrictive forces, and evaluate the overall func-
tion of their relationship� Here participants consider multiple, potentially 
untapped, dimensions of expertise and discuss roles and responsibilities 
in relation to expectations� Collaborative inquiry questions are important 
because they encourage metacognitive awareness during the project when 
(ideally) participants can still alter processes, behaviors, or expectations� 

Questions encouraging reflection for transfer invite participants to look 
back on their experiences as the project ends (See Appendix C)� Inspired 
by Anne Beaufort’s questions “to facilitate positive transfer of learning,” 
they prompt participants to articulate the individual and collective learn-
ing that results from interdisciplinary collaboration (College Writing 182)� 
These questions emphasize the importance of knowledge production (rather 
than translation or application) as the process and product of pedagogical 
activity� Since pedagogy “is dependent on learners and remade with each 
encounter” (Stenberg xviii), knowledge constructed in this moment doesn’t 
constitute a set of best practices, but rather motivates creative attention 
to engagement processes� By asking questions such as “Did we discover 
dimensions of expertise we hadn’t anticipated?” and “What new knowl-
edge have we gained and how does it relate to what we thought we knew 
about writing?” participants not only come to understand the integration of 
writing and disciplinary content more deeply, but also generate important 
insights that will inform future interdisciplinary work�

While the heuristic emphasizes purposes for reflection according to key 
moments in a project, it is designed to function recursively rather than lin-
early� In Figure 1, arcs connect the purposes to show how they motivate 
one another� The arcs form a circle, indicating how crucial moments in one 
CCL project become part of participants’ lived experience and inform how 
they approach future projects� In other words, the heuristic embodies the 
recursive motion of pedagogical activity where learning and reflection are 
ongoing, integrated processes that empower participants to work within 
and against traditional cultures of expertise� 
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Structured and flexible, the heuristic encourages WPAs to explore 
options for fostering pedagogical relationships� As Barbara Johnstone 
points out, “There is no fixed way of following [the procedures of a heu-
ristic]” and no guarantee they will lead to a specific outcome (10)� Given 
particular project parameters, certain questions may be more useful than 
others� Participants who meet only once, for example, might not have time 
to explore collaborative inquiry questions during their project� By the same 
token, spontaneous interactions may not allow for a careful self-inventory 
beforehand� Therefore, WPAs can adapt and arrange the questions accord-
ing to particular circumstances� 

The flexibility of the approach also allows WPAs to explore questions 
individually or with disciplinary colleagues� While mutual engagement 
with questions is ideal (particularly for collaborative inquiry questions 
posed during the project), disciplinary-content experts are not always able 
to engage in the deep reflection and inquiry that make up the heart of 
pedagogical activity (Jablonski 57–61)� Knowing when, how, or whether 
to engage disciplinary colleagues in collaborative reflexive inquiry requires 
“pedagogical tact” (Van Manen, Tact)� Because the heuristic foregrounds 
the relationship-building process, it helps writing specialists recognize 
opportunities to invite faculty to cultivate pedagogical relationships and 
be more creative about how we extend those invitations� At the same time, 
the heuristic supports a process that allows writing specialists to recognize 
instances when a pedagogical relationship is unlikely so we can make more 
informed, proactive decisions about when to move forward with collabora-
tions and when to decline involvement� 

I cannot claim my relationship with Professor Chase would have been 
dramatically different had we used the heuristic� However, I do believe 
foregrounding the reflexive process would have made it possible for us to 
identify and wrestle more productively with challenges we faced� In this 
case, Professor Chase likely would have been open to reflection and dis-
cussion; regardless, the heuristic would have helped me more strategically 
navigate factors influencing our (in)ability to negotiate expertise� As I hope 
my experience with Professor Chase makes clear, I do not intend the heu-
ristic to be a panacea for difficult CCL relationships but rather a frame-
work for recognizing and grappling with forces impacting the negotiation 
of expertise, forces that might otherwise remain hidden or uninterrogated� 
It demonstrates how retheorizing CCL work as pedagogy shifts how WPAs 
understand past experiences, approach current relationships, and imagine 
future interactions with colleagues in other disciplines� That shift in under-
standing calls for new methods for investigating cross-curricular literacy 
relationships�
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The Promise of a Pedagogical Framework: Some Implications

Understanding how experts navigate what Kameen calls the “transforma-
tive equation of pedagogy” calls for closer attention to day-to-day interac-
tions among writing specialists and disciplinary faculty (32)� However, as 
Jablonski points out, WAC/WID literature currently lacks careful examina-
tion of daily exchanges despite their impact on relationship building� Some 
scholars focus on negotiation in a programmatic sense, not necessarily an 
interpersonal one (Jones and Comprone; Mahala and Swilky); others pro-
mote valuable inquiry-based practices but don’t show how interactions and 
transformations take place (Fulwiler; McCarthy and Walvoord; Kaufer and 
Young; Waldo)� Jablonski fills a gap in the scholarship by emphasizing col-
laboration in day-to-day interactions and bringing rich dimensions of writ-
ing expertise to light� However, his goal is not to capture the intersubjective 
realities we need to understand in order to support pedagogical engagement 
among writing specialists and disciplinary-content experts�

To flesh out the intersubjective dimension of pedagogical activity, we 
need research methods that capture interpersonal exchanges among par-
ticipants� Conversation analysis (Hutchby and Wooffitt; ten Have) or dis-
course analysis (Johnstone; van Dijk), for example, could shed light on how 
writing specialists and disciplinary faculty build relationships through the 
pedagogical negotiation of expertise� Composition researchers already use 
such methods to investigate interactions around writing� Laurel Johnson 
Black, for instance, employs sociolinguistic methodologies to examine the 
ways teachers and students use speech genres to organize relations with one 
another in writing conferences� Beth Godbee studies the social context of 
one-with-one writing center consultations, using conversation analysis to 
explore what she calls “the transformative power of collaborative writing 
talk” in the face of institutionalized racism (xx)� Rebecca Nowacek uses 
“Bakhtinian theories of language and cognition” to build “a discourse-
based theory of interdisciplinary connections” among students and teach-
ers in a team-taught interdisciplinary course (“Toward” 368; “Discourse-
Based”)� Grounded in a social- constructivist paradigm, these research 
goals and methods resonate with my pedagogical framework by attending 
to the interplay among language, relationships, discourse, and action� 

Admittedly, discourse-based qualitative research is complex and time 
consuming� Researchers need participants who are willing to be video/
audio recorded during interactions that are likely unfamiliar, complicated, 
and challenging� We need funding for data collection and transcription 
as well as time to engage in recursive data analysis that involves checking 
interpretations against participants’ lived experiences� Nevertheless, the 
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research is possible, underway, and yielding important insights� Indeed, 
Huckin, Andrus, and Clary-Lemon emphasize the promise of critical dis-
course analysis (CDA) as an ideal research methodology for scholars in our 
field “analyz[ing] new and expanding contexts and texts” (117)� In this case, 
extending sociolinguistic methods to CCL contexts would allow research-
ers studying everyday interactions between writing specialists and disciplin-
ary-content experts to capture talk as text, remaining attuned to strategies 
of engagement that could be adapted for future situations� This discursive 
focus is significant� Because expert practitioners are not always able to 
consciously identify specific interactional strategies, they may not emerge 
through narrative anecdotes or traditional forms of qualitative data collec-
tion such as observations and interviews� In short, studying CCL interac-
tions on a discursive level illuminates the pedagogical process of negotiating 
expertise, enabling researchers and practitioners to more fully understand 
and engage in that process� 

Pedagogy is at the heart of what we do as writing program administra-
tors� We explore with great energy and rigor pedagogical possibilities for 
building meaningful relationships with students in our classrooms, pro-
grams, and institutions� The framework I’ve described here usefully scaf-
folds the teaching and learning we do with colleagues in crossdisciplinary 
contexts as well� If we are to help students develop the interdisciplinary 
expertise they need to participate in a world defined by globalization and 
internationalization (Gustafsson et al�), we must learn to negotiate that 
expertise ourselves� A pedagogical approach to interdisciplinary collabo-
ration supports postsecondary educators of all kinds as we take on this 
important work� 
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Notes

1� I use the term cross-curricular literacy (CCL) in place of the more stan-
dard WAC/WID because this term, which Jablonski borrows from David Russell, 
encompasses both WAC and WID as well as a range of emergent initiatives, 
including Communication Across the Curriculum (CAC), Writing Across Com-
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munities (WAC), and Writing Enriched Curriculum (WEC), that call for the kind 
of interdisciplinary interaction/collaboration I take up in this essay�

2� The names of participants have been changed to protect their rights to 
privacy�

3� For her understanding of “internal revision,” Qualley draws on Donald 
Murray’s Learning by Teaching, in which he describes reading as a process of dis-
covery in which engagement with texts leads readers to new ideas by synthesizing 
new information with past experiences (35)� 

4� Jung describes the “The Dummy” as the part of her that “feels inadequate 
among department’s literary ‘theory heads’”; “The Hard Ass” as the part of her 
teaching self who “fears being taken advantage by students”; and “The Martyr” 
as the part of her who “wrongly believes in her own indispensability�” See Jung 
123–26 for more detailed (and charming) descriptions of these and several other 
subjectivities�

5� Jablonski offers an extended discussion of these three prominent roles, 
each of which corresponds to a major stage of the WAC movement� While 
each responds to a particular historical context, the roles encompass potentially 
problematic treatment of participants’ expertise� The missionary seeks to con-
vert disciplinary faculty to composition pedagogy; the anthropologist conducts 
rhetorical research in the disciplines in order to better understand disciplinary 
contexts and translate writing expertise more convincingly or adapt writing exper-
tise to disciplinary needs; and the cultural critic embraces critical pedagogy as a 
means to encourage faculty and students to critique disciplinary discourses� See 
Jablonski for more about these roles and the corresponding stages of WAC out of 
which they emerged�
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Appendix A

Questions for Self-Inventory

Participants

About Self (writing specialist)
What are my circumstances (personal, professional)?
(How) are these likely to influence my engagement in the project?
How do I feel about this project (excited, nervous, unprepared, frustrated, 

wary)?
Which of my identity characteristics (age, race, gender, etc�) might come 

into play during this project? Why/how? 
What expertise do I have to contribute to this project? 
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About Colleague 

What do I know about the disciplinary-content expert’s (personal, profes-
sional) circumstances? 

(How) are they likely to influence his/her engagement with the project? 
Which of his/her identity characteristics (age, race, gender, etc�) might 

come into play during this project? Why/how?
What expertise does this person have to contribute to the project? 

Subject Matter

What do I know/believe about (teaching) writing?
What do I know about my colleague’s discipline (content, conventions, 

etc�)? 
Where does that knowledge come from? 
What are my goals for the project? Why? 

Context

In what context (institutional, programmatic, departmental) will our proj-
ect take place?

What other stakeholder expectations should we consider as we move for-
ward?

What aspects of our context are likely to enable or constrain progress?

Appendix B

Questions for Collaborative Inquiry 

Participants

What are we learning about each other as our project evolves? 
(How) are our individual circumstances impacting our work together? 
Do we need to adjust expectations, roles, or responsibilities based on that 

impact? 
What identity characteristics are impacting our relationship/project?
Do we need to adjust our behavior or goals given the impact?
What kind of expertise is each of us contributing to the project? 
Are there different or additional dimensions of expertise we could draw on? 

Subject Matter

(How) are we experiencing the relationship between writing and disciplin-
ary content? 

What assumptions about writing, disciplinary content, or their relationship 
are changing (or should change) as our project evolves?
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What goals are we pursuing (individually and together)? Are the goals 
mutually beneficial? Do we need to revise our goals as the project 
evolves? 

Are we making progress toward our goals?

Context

What aspects of our context are supporting our collaboration? The project? 
How can we better capitalize on those aspects?
What aspects of our context are constraining our collaboration or limiting 

the project?
How can we work within or against those constraints? 

Appendix C

Questions for Reflection for Transfer 

Participants

What did we learn about each other and/or about working across disci-
plines during this project? 

How did our identities and/or circumstances influence our interactions?
What kind of expertise did each of us contribute to the project? 
Did we discover dimensions of expertise we hadn’t anticipated? 
Were there dimensions of expertise that went untapped? How come?

Subject Matter

What did we learn about writing through this project? 
What did we learn about the discipline?
How did we learn what we learned through this project? 
How does this new knowledge relate to what each of us (thought we) knew 

about writing and/or the discipline?
What does each of us want to remember to consider or do the next time we 

work on a CCL project? 

Context

What aspects of our context supported our collaboration and the project?
(How) did we draw on those aspects? How might we draw on them in the 

future?
What aspects of our context constrained our collaboration or worked 

against the project? 
(How) did we successfully challenge those aspects? How might we chal-

lenge them in the future? 
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